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Introduction

On behalf of the Central Election Commission Bosnia and Herzegovina I would like 
to welcome you to the General Elections of 2018 in Bosnia and Herzegovina. These 

Commission BiH since its founding in 2001. 

The observing of elections activities is an important part of the elective process 
because the transparency and openness of the elections promotes democracy, human 
rights and rule of law. The Central Election Commission Bosnia and Herzegovina has 
been forcefully encouraging the domestic and international observers to supervise 
the elections activities contributing to the control and transparency of the elections 
process, strengthening of the democratic institutions, building trust of the public in 
the elections process and preventing election frauds and violence.  

This handbook is devised as a comprehensive guide for the observers of the elections 
and is intended to provide general information on the rights and obligations of 
the observers. The handbook will also feature basic information on the elections 
system and incoming elections in BiH the categories of the electorate and types of 
polling stations, reception of elective material, elections administration, procedures 
of accrediting the observers, procedures on the date of elections, which can 
provide guidelines for informed and quality performance of duties of the elections 
observer. Detailed procedures for performing all election activities as well as all the 
relevant information that are constantly updated are available at the website of the 
Central Election Commission BiH, www.izbori.ba. Appended to the handbook is a 
cartographic presentation of the polling stations in BiH, the number of registered 
voters in the Central Voters’ Register according to electoral units and contact 
telephones of municipal, city election commissions as well as the Code of Conduct 
for International Election Observers. 

I would like to welcome you once more to the General Elections of 2018 in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina.                        
                                                                 President
Sarajevo,26/07/2018                
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PART I.

ABOUT THE ELECTIONS
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1.1 Calling for and holding the 2018 General Elections

With the decision of the Central Election Commission Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Bosnia and Herzegovina of 2018 will be held on  and they 
have been called for: 

Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Herzegovina,

Herzegovina,

69 political parties
34  independent candidates
36  coalitions

 
1.3 Polling stations

Types of polling stations: 1

(in which the right to vote is realized by voters that 
vote for the basic electoral unit of their current place of residence), 
Polling station for voting in absence (in which the right to vote is realized 
by expatriated persons with whom the basic electoral unit for which they 
vote differs from the electoral unit of their current place of residence),

(in which the right to 
vote may be realized by a) voters entered in the extract from the Central 
Elections List for voting outside of BiH and are in the country on the date 

BiH) (the Central Election Commission no later than 50 days before holding 
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determining the polling stations in DKPs of BiH in which voters registered 
at the Central Voters’ Register for voting in the DKPs BiH may vote).

(are hired for voting of the voters who, due to illness, age 
or disability are homebound as well as for voters that are imprisoned or 
unable to leave certain institutions).

1.4 Voting material

Non-sensitive voting material The Central Election Commission BiH delivers it to 
the municipal/city election commission no later than 20 days before holding the 
elections and it consists of:

b) Placards (with informative content for the voters),
c) Polling booths,
d) Part of the expendable voting material (pens, stickers, erasers etc.)

Sensitive voting material. The Central Election Commission BiH delivers it to the 
municipal/city election commission no later than three days before holding the 
elections and it consists of:
a) 
b) 

Herzegovina),
c) 

(are delivered no later than 20 days before holding the elections).  

The municipal election commission enacts a plan of delivering the voting material 
to the elections board, according to which, no later than 12 hours prior to opening 
the polling stations, it will deliver the elections board the voting material for the 

material from the moment of delivery until the elections board begins to work.

The president and members of the elections board after receiving the material 

and remove potential shortfalls (all indications referring to political subjects, 

1.5 Voters

required: 
that they realized 18 years of age,
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that they have a citizenship of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
that they have a place of residence in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The voters are divided into the following categories: 
regular voters (that vote in regular polling stations),
voters that vote in absence (voters that are expatriated and with basic 

polling stations for voting in absence),
voters that vote in person (voters with a status of expatriated person  with 
the basic electoral unit for which and in which they vote in person is 

voters outside of BiH (refugees and persons temporarily living outside of 

in BiH).

3.352.933 voters.2 

 

Scheme 1. Presentation of the Electoral system in Bosnia and Herzegovina
There are two systems of election implemented in Bosnia and Herzegovina:
majority system (system of simple majority), and

proportionate representation system.
For the majority system (system of simple majority) it is characteristic that the 

Elections and on publishing number of voters for every constituency
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winner takes all, and in the general elections in BiH it is implemented in the course of 
electing the members of the Presidency of BiH and the president and vice-president 

Proportionate representation system in the general elections in BiH is implemented 

The distribution of mandates in the proportionate representation system is performed 
 method for the converting the votes into mandates, 

dividing the total number of votes realized with the odd numbers 1,3,5, 7,9,11 ……. 
etc., as far as it is necessary to distribute mandates.

Political subjects may not participate in the distribution of mandates if they do not 
win more than 3% of the total number of valid votes in the electoral unit in which 
they are running for a certain governmental body (election threshold). 

The mandates awarded to the list of the political subject in the stated procedure are 
distributed to the candidates on the list of candidates from whom each won no less 
than 20% of the total number of valid votes received by the list, from the highest to 
the lowest number of votes. The remaining candidates, who did not cross the stated 
threshold of 20%, maintain the position they had in the list of candidates, regardless 

these governmental bodies from multimember electoral units, i.e. the number of 
compensation mandates. The compensation mandates are awarded to those political 
subjects that are, in reference to the realized election results, won a disproportionate 
number of regular mandates (or won none), and that crossed the legally determined 
threshold of 3% in the calculation of votes in all multimember electoral units, by 

 method.

political parties (in order to participate in the election, the political party 
has to be registered with the authorized body in accordance with the law, 
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the supporting documentation),
independent candidates 
name, surname and personal information of the independent candidate 
with supporting documentation), 
coalitions 

coalition with supporting documentation) 
lists of independent candidates 

documentation).

After the procedure of verifying the political subjects for participation in the 

political subjects). 

The number of candidates in the list of candidates for multimember electoral units 
may be greater by 5 candidates from the number of awarded mandates, in the course 
of which the legal obligation is determined on proportionate representation of male 
and female sex in the list of candidates (at least 40% of representation of either sexes). 
Candidates that are less represented on the basis of sex are distributed according to 

For awarding compensation mandates in the House of Representatives of the 

the same election level. 
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Authorized bodies for implementation of elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina are 
election commissions and election boards, i.e.  : 

Central Election Commission Bosnia and Herzegovina,

District of BiH, 
Election boards, 
Other election commissions3 Central Election Commission BiH is the umbrella 
institution for implementing the elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which, 
among other things, coordinates, supervises and regulates the work of all 

implementation of elections in BiH and implements other activities determined 

Croats, two Bosniaks, two Serbs and one others. The president of the Central 
Election Commission BiH is elected from the members for a term in duration 
of 21 months.

of Bosnia and Herzegovina stipulates the establishing bodies for implementation of elections, which were 
not established
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Municipal Election commission4 

number of members for every municipality is determined by the Central Election 
Commission BiH based on the number of voters registered in the extract from the 

members, and municipalities with over 50,000 registered voters have seven members. 
The municipal election commission in the area of its municipality is authorized to, 
among other things, supervise and control the list of voters; determining the polling 
stations, implementing the procedure of appointing and training the election boards, 
accumulating the results of elections from the polling stations in the municipality 
and delivering them to the Central Election Commission BiH and other activities 

The Election Board 

350 voters registered), from which one is the president of the election board. The 
president and members of the election board have deputies. The election board 
immediately manages the work of the polling station, ensuring the regularity and 
secrecy of voting and records the results of voting at the polling station. 

The Mobile Team consists of three members, of which one is the president. The 
president and members of the mobile team have deputies. The number of mobile 
teams is determined by the municipal election commission depending on the total 
number and spatial distribution of voters that will vote via the mobile team. 
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PART II.

O B S E R V E R S
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2.1 Procedures of accrediting the observers  

Election activities may be observed only by accredited observers. 
Bodies authorized for accrediting the observers are the Central Election Commission 
BiH and the election commissions of the basic electoral units (municipal/city election 

The Central Election Commission accredits the observers for observing the work 

accrediting observers may be delivered to the Central Election Commission by: 

political subjects 5

associations 6

international organizations7 

.

Election commissions of the basic electoral units accredit observers of political 
subjects for observing the work of election commission, center for list of voters, 
polling stations and other election locations. 

The Central Election Commission BiH and the election commission of the 
basic electoral unit with a decision will deny or refuse the request for issuing an 
accreditation or accrediting an observer in the following instances:

Commission of BiH,
if incomplete documentation was delivered,

if a certain person was already proposed, i.e. if it had been accredited by 
another political subject or association.

An observer may not be the subject:

who is running for the incoming elections as a candidate,
whose candidacy in the incoming elections was refused or the name of the 
subject was subsequently removed from the list of candidates,

5 Political subject refers to a political party, independent candidate, coalition or a list of independent 

6 Association refers to an association or foundation established in accordance with the laws on 
associations and foundations
7 refers to an international governmental and non-governmental 
organization, foreign government.
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to whom the Central Election Commission BiH stated a sanction of banning 
work in the election board, in the center for list of voters or in the election 
commission,

in the elections,
that is the member of the election board,
that is in the executive or legislative government in the electoral unit for the 
level being elected.

The observer to whom the election commission refused the request for issuing an 

complaint to the Central Election Commission of BiH.  

by which the Central Election Commission denied or refused the request for 
accreditation to the Department of Appeals of the Court in BiH via the Central 
Election Commission of BiH. 

2.2 Observers of political subjects   

Commission BiH for accrediting the observers of elections for observing the work 

authorized for representation whose signature is deposited with the Central Election 
Commission of BiH.

observers only in the basic electoral units that belong to the electoral units for which 
they are running and for observing the work of the election commission, the center 
for list of voters, polling stations and other determined locations. The request for 

the political subject is stated as the person that is authorized for representation whose 
signature is deposited with the Central Election Commission of BiH.

The right to issue accreditation for observing the elections is awarded to the political 
subjects that are on the list of political subjects determined by the Central Election 
Commission BiH according to the procedure implemented for proposing new 
election board members. 

is September 22, 2018. 
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With the request for accreditation, the political subjects deliver a completed list of 
proposed observers that contains: 

name and surname,
number of valid ID card,
unique register number of the observer,
appended to the request is a personally completed form of code of conduct 
and statement on following the secrecy of voting for each proposed observer 

Political subjects may propose as observers only those persons that are overage and 
nationals of BiH.  

The number of observers that may be accredited by the political subjects is unlimited, 
but the political subject may have only one observer simultaneously in one polling 
station. 

Political subjects may have observers in polling stations for voting in absence and in 

voters that vote for the electoral unit in which the political subject is running. 

Political subjects bear their own liability to require information from the Central 
Election Commission BiH regarding the locations of polling stations for voting in 
absence, which is located in other basic electoral units. Political subjects will contact 
the election commission of the basic electoral unit that contains the polling station 
for voting in absence for accrediting its observers. 

Election commissions are obliged to make a plan of work of mobile team that 
contains the members, work schedule and route for the mobile team and which is 
delivered to the accredited observer on his/her request.  

2.3 Observers of associations 

for accreditation of observers of political subjects is September 22, 2018.

An association may not be accredited if it was founded or sponsored by a political 

signs a statement that it was not founded or sponsored by a political subject, in 
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With the accreditation request, the association states the following:

election activities that it wants to observe,
contact information (address, telephone number, fax number and e-mail),
basic electoral units for observing the election-related activities, 
number of observers,

and delivers the following appendices: 

a list of names of proposed observers, containing the name and surname, 

extract on entering the register of associations with the authorized body, 
which may not be older than 60 days,
a form of code of conduct and statement on following the secrecy of voting.

observe the election activities. 

The list of accredited observers from associations that the Central Election 
Commission BiH accredited is delivered to all election commissions in which the 
associations have been accredited, which deliver the list of accredited observers to 
all polling stations in the basic electoral unit to which the request pertains. 

2.4 International observers 

activities in Bosnia and Herzegovina to the Central Election Commission BiH no 
later than by October 6, 2018. 

The Central Election Commission BiH accredits and issues accreditation to 
representatives of international observers for observing any election activities. 
International observers take over the accreditations at the Central Election 
Commission BiH at Danijela Ozme num. 7, 71000 Sarajevo.

International observers may have an unlimited number of accredited observers. The 
number of observers that the international observers may have simultaneously in 

process.
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An international observer may for each station in which he observes the election 
activity bring a translator. 

In accreditation request, the representative of international observers states the 
following:

election activities that he wishes to observe,
contact information,
statement that the international organization does not perform any  activity 
on behalf of the political subject 

and delivers the following appendices: 

a list of names of proposed observers that contains the name and surname, 
name of country that issued the passport and passport number,
document signed by an authorized person stating the reasons that made 
them interested in observing the election process in BiH,
a form of code of conduct and statement on following the secrecy of voting.

of observers in the polling stations determined for voting of BiH nationals in the 

September 22, 2018.

Accredited observers take over their accreditation at the Central Election Commission 

The request for accreditation contains the following:
election activities that they wish to observe,
contact information,

and the following appendices are delivered: 

a list of names of proposed observers that contains name and surname, 
valid ID card number, name of country that issued the passport, passport 

a form of code of conduct and statement on following the secrecy of voting.
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2.6 Procedure of revoking the title of observer

The body for implementation of elections will revoke the title of the accredited 
observer and remove him/her from the location of observing the election process if:

he/she disrupts the election activities,
he/she fails to follow the secrecy of voting,

he/she wears markings that relate him/her to a certain political subject.

the accredited observer that disrupts the election process and take all disposable 
measures and activities to end the disruption, and if the observer continues with 
disruption, he/she will be removed from the location of observing the election 
activities and the political subject, association or the international observer will be 
informed about revoking the accreditation. 
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PART III. 
 

OBSERVING THE ELECTIONS
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An accredited observer may observe the following:

work of the Central Election Commission of BiH,
activities of the municipal/city election commission,
work of the center for list of voters,
polling stations,
polling stations in , 

and international observers state on the activities they wish to observe.  

Through analyzing the elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina it can be determined 
that the greatest number of accredited observers observe the polling stations and 
work of the election commissions and below we will clarify the code of conduct of 
the observer in the polling station as follows:  

before opening the polling station,
during the work of the polling station,
after closing the polling station.

3.1 Preparing and opening a polling station

An observer should arrive to the polling station he wishes to observe at least half an 

In order to simplify the procedure of observing the work of the polling station, the 
observer must prepare the following: 

his/her accreditation
ID card or another valid ID document 
a form of code of conduct and statement on following the secrecy of voting 
handbook for observers
pen
food and drinks (no alcohol). 

3.2 Approaching a polling station

After arriving to the polling station, the observer has to:

1. Present a personal ID document to the president of the election board. 
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elections (Central Election Commission BiH or a municipal/city election 

the observer has to present the ID document to the authorized person;

2. The president of the election commission or the authorized person will 

the name of the observer is located on the accreditation;  

3. The president of the election board or the authorized person will write down 
the name of the observer, the name of subject that awarded him/her with the 

of the body for implementation of elections, recording the time when the 
observer arrived and the time when the observer left the premises on order 
to limit the number of observers to one observer simultaneously in one 

if it is an observer of the political subject and association;

4. The president of the election board or authorized person will keep the ID 

body for implementation of elections). When the observer leaves the polling 

obliged to inform the president of the election board or authorized person 
on leaving the premises, after which his ID document will be returned to 
him. In the course of leaving the location of observing, the observer keeps 
his/her accreditation. 

IMPORTANT !!!
If you are observing the work of a polling station we recommend you arrive 

Present and introduce yourself to the president of the election board.
Wear your accreditation so that it is visible.
Do not wear markings that relate you to a political subject.

3.3 Opening a polling station

an interruption in work, and delay or interruption lasted for over three hours, the 
voting on that polling station may be extended for the amount of time of the delay, 
i.e. interruption on which the president will decide. 
If the delay or interruption lasted for longer than three hours, the amount of time 
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for which the voting time is extended will be decided by the municipal/city election 
commission. The president of the election board is obliged to as soon as possible 
notify the municipal/city election commission on the reason that caused the delay in 
opening the polling station or interruption in the work of the polling station 

Polling station scheme
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In the course of opening the polling station the observer should pay attention to 
whether the election board performed the following activities:

IMPORTANT !!!
Select your position in the room so that you do not disrupt the voting process, 
with seeing the course of the entire voting procedure.
Do not disrupt the voting activities.
Do not use mobile phones, and in the instance of emergencies, telephones 
should be kept on (silent mode).

3.4 Voting 

In the course of arriving to the polling station, the voter shall follow the stated 
procedure:  

1. 

the identity of the voter. 

determined the location for every polling booth, keeping in mind that no 
one inside or outside the voting location can see the voter as he/she is 
voting; 

wrote down all the necessary information on the envelope, i.e. packages;
entered the number of voters that were entered in the Extract from the 

before counting the ballots determined whether the ballots are in their 
original packaging;
manually counted the received ballots for every election level and in the 

presented an empty ballot box after which he stamped it with a plastic 
stamp;

ballot boxes ;
set the sealed ballot box in the location where all those present may see it;

the polling station 
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license and passport issued by Bosnia and Herzegovina.

2. Signing the statement from the Central Voters’ Register 

his personal documents.

3. Issuing ballots

The voter approaches a member of the election board in charge of issuing ballots. 
Each voter is provided with four ballots in: 

depending on the selected entity citizenship.
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4. Manner of voting

in blue pen exclusively an X in the square in the following manner:

Ballot for electing:
- the member of Presidency of BiH

 will be valid if:

The ballot for electing a representative for the:

- House of Representatives of the Parliament of the Federation of BiH
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 will be valid if: 
the voter marks the square next to the name of only one political party, or 
coalition, or a list of independent candidates, or a name of one independent 
candidate. 

the voter marks the square next to the name of one or more candidates on the 
list of only one selected political party or coalition, or a list of independent 
candidates 
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the voter marks the square next to the name of only one political party or 
one coalition, or one list of independent candidates and marks one or more 
candidates on the list of selected political party or coalition or list of independent 
candidates 

In the voting booth there may be only one person simultaneously, unless it is a blind, 
illiterate or physically disabled voter.

Physically disabled persons and the voters that arrive the polling stations but are 
unable to enter. In order to realize their rights as voters, the member of the election 
board approaches the physically disabled voter after notifying the president of the 

a provided envelope. The person designated by the physically disabled voter, and 
not the member of the election board, takes the envelope with the ballots and places 
the ballots in it. 

5. 
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After voting, the voter takes his/her ballots and folded places them in the ballot box.  

A member of the election board who is in charge of monitoring the ballot box ensures 
that no voter leaves the polling station until he places the ballots in the ballot box 
and ensures that only the folded ballots one by one are placed in the box to protect 
the secrecy of voting.

The accredited observer during the voting should pay attention to the following 
activities of the election board:

 

3.5 Closing of the polling station

The polling station closes at 7,00 pm, if there were no delays in the course of opening 
or interruptions in the work of the polling station. 

The president of the election board announces 15 minutes before closing the polling 
station to all present, within and in front of the polling station, the closing time of 
the polling station.

to at the time of closing the polling station stand at the end of the line in order to 
ensure that no person joins after the closiing of the polling station. A member of the 

whether the secrecy of voting is honored, i.e. whether there is only one 
person in the voting booth;   
whether the ban of voting of on person on behalf of another is followed 
underhis name, i.e. ban of multiple voting;
whether the election board is keeping account that no person disrupts 
the voter filling in the ballots, demanding information on for whom he is 
planning to vote, for whom is he/she voting, prevents or tries to prevent 
someone in realizing their voting right;
whether there were interruptions in voting and if so, whether the munici-
pal/city election commission was informed on the matter as prescribed:
whether the president and the election board members perform their du-
ties in the prescribed manner
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the opening of the ballot box with a self-adhesive tape and signs it.

In the course of closing the polling station the observer should pay attention to the 
following activities of the election board: 

whether the voters that were in line for voting at the moment of closing 
the polling station allowed to vote;
whether the election board president in the corse of closing the polling 
station recorded the present accredited observers in the prescribed 
manner;
whether the election board president after closing the polling station 

exclusively with a red pen?

IMPORTANT !!!
The observer has to be present at the polling station until the votes are counted 

3.6 Counting procedure at a polling station

After closing the polling station the observer has to pay attention to the following 
activities of the election board:

 

whether the number of unused ballots has been determined and packed in 
the gray protective bag;
whether the number of voters that voted in that polling station has been 
determined by hand counting the number of signatures on the excerpt 

whether a great working surface was formed for counting of ballots from 
the ballot box;
whether the content of the ballot box has been completely taken out to the 
working surface and whether it has been demonstarted that the ballot box 
is empty;

whether the ballots with the levels that are not counted have been placed 
in a bag and kept on the working surface;
are ballots counted in teams of two (double count) per bundles of 25 
and whether there is an exact number of votes determined won by the 
political subjects?
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ballots is performed in the system of half-open list after determining the results per 
political subjects, the counting of votes is performed that were individually won by 
candidates within the list and the observer should pay attention to the following: 

In the process of counting the ballots the pen may be only with the members of the 
team members recording the information in the supplementary form and president 
for recording the information in the forms.  

Each polling station has forms in which the election observers may copy the results 
from the yellow copies.  
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cycle of counting votes.
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results for candidates within the open list of political subject.

IMPORTANT !!!
The observer must not state his impression related to results of elections while 
acting as an observer 
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In the course of observing the election process the observer should be aware of 
the atmosphere outside and inside the polling station. If he/she notices problems or 
breaching the election procedure, the observer addresses the election board president. 
The manner in which he/she addresses the president of the election board may be 
such that it must not be interpreted as providing instruction, orders or as interference 
in the election procedure.  

and procedures from those breaches that may roughly harm the election procedure 

If the president of the election board fails to remove the noted lacking or breach in 

8 and signs his name.  

station from the municipal/city election commission the work of which he observed. 

The accredited observer or political subject may, based on the remarks stated in the 

The observer should inform the municipal/city election commission immediately in 
the following instances: 

if he/she or other observers is not allowed to enter the polling station or he/
she has been removed from the polling station; 
if there is chaos in the polling station; 

The accredited observer signs a Statement on the Code of Conduct and is obliged to 
follow the listed code of conduct:

board members is entered, voters or accredited observers. The election board member, voter or accredited 
observer may enter his opinion or remarks on the voting procedure, which he signs in person (opinion or 
remark that is not signed in person shall not be considered). The observer may place explained remarks 
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to be impartial in accordance with his duties; 

not to interfere in the election process that includes the recording of the 

counting votes and to honor the secrecy of voting; 

selection of voting options or the manner in which they will mark the ballot; 

 
The body for implementing elections will revoke the status of the accredited observer 
and remove him/her from the polling station during the observing of the election 
process if:

he/she disrupts the election activities,

he/she does not respect the secrecy of voting,

he/she wears markings that relate him/her to a certain political subject.

In the procedure of removal of the accredited observer from the polling station, the 
representative of the body for implementing the elections has to previously warn the 
accredited observer that disrupts the election process and take all other disposable 
measures and actions to end the disruption, and if the accredited observer continues 
with the disruption, he/she will be removed from the polling station. 

The authorized body for implementation of elections will inform the political 
subject, association ,i.e. international observer on the revoking of the accreditation.    
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PART IV
 

A P P E N D I X
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Cartographic presentation of electoral units

Electoral unit Number of registered voters
2.092.336
1.260.597
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BiH
Electoral unit Number of registered voters

319.437
268.418
441.133
555.221
508.127
570.865
393.328
296.404
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Electoral units – House of Representatives of the Parliament of the Federation 
of BiH

Electoral unit Number of registered voters
Electoral unit 1 (401) 254.483
Electoral unit 2 (402) 166.644
Electoral unit 3 (403) 204.572
Electoral unit 4 (404) 136.911
Electoral unit 5 (405) 231.894
Electoral unit 6 (406) 97.462
Electoral unit 7 (407) 226.837
Electoral unit 8 (408) 225.865
Electoral unit 9 (409) 195.543
Electoral unit 10 (410) 72.875
Electoral unit 11 (411) 214.296
Electoral unit 12 (412) 64.954
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Electoral units – President and Vice-presidents of RS

Electoral unit Number of registered voters
1.260.597
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Electoral unit Number of registered voters
Electoral unit 1 (301) 148.951
Electoral unit 2 (302) 145.966
Electoral unit 3 (303) 275.948
Electoral unit 4 (304) 85.110
Electoral unit 5 (305) 122.495
Electoral unit 6 (306) 185.723
Electoral unit 7 (307) 116.585
Electoral unit 8 (308) 69.906
Electoral unit 9 (309) 109.913
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Electoral units – Cantonal assemblies in FBiH
Cantonal Assembly 1 (201) 254.483
Cantonal Assembly 2 (202) 40.073
Cantonal Assembly 3 (203) 429.702
Cantonal Assembly 4 (204) 329.356
Cantonal Assembly 5 (205) 23.496
Cantonal Assembly 6 (206) 225.865
Cantonal Assembly 7 (207) 195.543
Cantonal Assembly 8 (208) 72.875
Cantonal Assembly 9 (209) 417.637
Cantonal Assembly 10 (210) 64.954
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Number of voters registered in the Central Voters’ Register according to 
electoral units 

follows: 
Code Name of basic electoral unit Number of voters Contact-telephone

001 43398 037/770-030

002 54100 037/515-368

003 57594 037/229-635

004 25953 037/961-478

005 15156 037 419 516

006 1741 052/750-001

007
26994 052/751-095 

052/753-505

008 23733 052-416-014

009 86969 052/213-897

010 55881 051/810-300

011 32648 051/334-225

012
17760 051/740-001, 

lokal 105

013 39677 051/640 550

014 33826 053/315-112

016
18678 053/611-360  

053/610-169

017 17351 031/763-610

018 4536 053 707 702

020 4600  031/716 619

021 16558 054/490-458

022 18122 031/714-578

023 1861 054/875 100

024
28070 053/810-511 

053/810-785
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025
36356 035/369-759  

035/369-750

026 4836 054/810-106 

029 108498 055/233-122 

030
6755 037/883-615 

037/883-570 

031 1139 050/465-004

032 35149 037/681-724

033 4447 052/337-800

034 190918 051/244-585

035 15735 051/553-033

036 9855 035/720-709

037 4292 032/691-245

038 63897 053/227-560

039
39834

(centrala)  
032/650-022  

lokal 148

040 7736 053/201 910

042 20274 032/603-114

044 42008 035/707-022

045 6713 053/262 290

047 42515 035/553-253

049 38745 035/951-200 

050 113120 035/307-486

052 10192 035/668-650

054 12881 055/650-193

055 6763 035/756-073

056 14344 055/772-284

057 6881 034/820-163

058 165 050/465-703

059 16378 037/661-139

061 6271 050/431-022
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064 18143 050/220-924

065
25555 030/658-011 lokal 

105

066 1118 050/291-001

067 2254 030/641-202

068 9406 051/591-181

070 21915 051/785-077

074 44149 053/433-680

075 25139 032/888-248

077 34413 032/878-315

078 20810 035/743-444

079 54345 035/773-777

080 33157 035/367-710

081
3959 056/337-603 

056/337 314 

082 SAPNA 10254 035/599-538

083 54231 056/232-266

084 2960 034/206-145

085 4283 034/206-158

088 10761 050/360-027

089 12669 030/509-612

091 47910 030/511 626

093 102067 032/401 940

094 34209 032/553-900

095
8750 032/848-105   

032/848-109

096 8902 032/829-540

098 11582 035/628-478

101 7428 056/653-691

103 10306 056/490-074 

104 18600 056/410-170
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105
13564 056/445-507, 445-

508

106 27070 034/201-027

107 3680 034/276-333

108 377 050/490-600

109 30092 030/257-771

110
17200 030/265-403 

030/494-068

111 20782 030/795-600

112 22713 030/718-209

113 13997 030/732-184

114 10627 030/547-703

115 17503 030/871-616

116 34104 032/732-500

117 11497 032/786-029

118 21005 033/403 568 

121
10839 057/448-712  lok. 

122

123 3296 057/557-012

124 20080 034/356-401

125 11705 036/771-858

126 9033 036/751-300

127 22276 036/731-498

129 4563 030/806-602

130
22408 033/475-953 

033/475-944

131 64677 033/763-465

132 13547 057/375-776

133 113854 033/291-117

135 26797 033/586-403

136 60418 033/562-460

137 37449 033/282-391
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138 1130 057/265-114

139
68627 033/492 238 

033/492 270

140 10375 057/343-494

141 2402 033/586 701

142 1288 057/610-336

143 626 038/799-030

144 19941 057/200-740

146
9490 058/415-154   

058/420-721   

147 11054 058/620-823 

148 14121 039/685 528

149 13254 039/660-318  

150 23332 039/706 370

158 156 059/602-224

161 11722 059/602-796

163 1850 057/623-131

164 8256 059/472-426

165 1655 038/519-425

166 17424 058/210-216

167 21215 038/227-637

168 1752 058/432-100

169 4222 058/315-875

170
7723 058/711-178   

058/711-164

171 22168 039/835-532

172 13766 036/640-545

173 21920 036/805-052 

174 3760 036/884-417

176 11251 036/819-047

177 1695 059/860-111

179 3286 059/630 296
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180 10257 059/370-841

181 1487 036/891-471

182 30516 059/260-441

183 5875 032/893-479

184
5067 052/663-113 

052/663-139

185 8497 056/745-231

199 100345 036/325-112

200 65097 049/218-177
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Code of Conduct for International Election Observers9

  
International observation of elections is accepted worldwide today and is implemented 
by inter-governmental and international organizations and associations in order to 
provide an impartial and accurate assessment of the nature of election process for 

the integrity of international observation of elections, and for all those included 
in the International Election Observation Mission including the short term and 
long term observers, delegates for assessment, specialized observation teams and 
mission leaders have to be obliged and honor the Code of Conduct.  
Honor the sovereignty and international human rights – elections are an expression 
of sovereignty that belongs to the people of a country, whose expression of free will 
provides a basis for authority and legitimacy of the government. The rights of citizens 
to elect and be elected in periodical, real democratic elections are internationally 
acknowledged human rights and require the realization of a series of human rights 
and liberties. The election observers must honor the sovereignty of the host country 
and the human rights and basic liberties of its citizens.  
Honor the laws of the country and authority of the electorate – Observers must 

9  Adopted on October 27, 2005 at the United Nations in New York. The organizations that adopted the 

Council of Europe- Parliamentary Assembly,  Electoral Institute of Southern Africa (EISA), European 
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honor the laws of the country of the host country and the authority of bodies in 
charge of implementation of the election process. Observers must follow any legal 
instruction of governmental, security and electorate of the authority of host country. 

national governmental bodies. Observers must record whether the laws, provisions 

the realization of the election rights guaranteed by the law, the constitution or 
implementable international instruments.  
Honor the integrity of the International Election Observation Mission - Observers 
must honor and protect the integrity of the International Election Observation 
Mission. This means to honor the Code of Conduct, any written instructions (such 
as the scope of work, directions and guidelines) and verbal instructions from the 
managers of the observatory mission. Observers must: attend all meetings, trainings 
and collegiums of the observatory mission, get to know the Election Law, provisions 
and other relevant laws according to the order of the observatory mission, and monitor 
carefully the methodology that is used by the observatory mission. Observers must 

that they may have, as well as on the inappropriate behavior of other observers that 
are a part of the mission.  
To be strictly politically impartial at all times – Observers must be strictly politically 
impartial, inclusive during their leisure time in the host country. They may not express 
nor demonstrate prejudice or advantages related to the national governmental 
bodies, political parties, candidates, referendum matters or disputable matters in 
the election process. Observers also may not implement any activity that could 
reasonably be interpreted as preference or providing political advantage for any 
political candidate in the host country, such as wearing or presenting any political 

They must not obstruct the elections 
of the election process, including the prelection processes, voting, counting and 
presentation of results of elections after the election date. Observers may at the 

problems, unless this is legally prohibited and if they have to do this in a non-

party representatives and other observers at the polling stations and answer 
questions about their activities until the observers obstruct the elections.  Voters 
may ask and receive an answer from the observers but the observers may not ask for 
who or which party or referendum position they voted.  

other stakeholders among the national governmental bodies. 
Maintain the accuracy of noting and professionalism in drawing conclusions – 
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All remarks of observers must be accurate and understandable, and positive and 
negative factors have to be noted, making the difference between the relevant and 

integrity of the election process. Decisions of observers must be based on the highest 
principles of information accuracy and impartiality of analysis, making the difference 
between the subjective factors and objective evidence. Observers must base all their 
conclusions on facts and evidence and must not jump to conclusions. Observers 
also must keep records on the locations where they observed the elections, notices 
and other relevant information instructed by the International Election Observation 
Mission and deliver such documents to the mission.  
Abstain from commenting in public or media before the statement of the mission 
– Observers must abstain from providing any personal comments on their notices to 
the press or members of the public before he observatory mission issues a statement 
unless otherwise instructed by the leadership of the observatory mission. Observers 
may explain the nature of the observatory mission, its activities and other matters 

other stakeholders to the individuals determined by the observatory mission. 
Cooperate with other election observers
observation missions, whether domestic or international and must cooperate with 
them according to the instructions of the leadership of the observation mission.  
Act appropriately – Observers must act appropriately and respect others, in reference 
to the expression of oversensitivity to culture and customs of the host country, use the 
evaluation in personal contacts well and act professionally at the highest level even 
during their leisure time.  
Breaching the Code of Conduct – In the instance of doubts regarding the breaching 
of the Code of Conduct, the International Election Observation Mission will 
conduct an investigation. If severe breach is determined, the observer may lose his/

such decisions are granted only to the leadership of the mission for observing the 
elections.  
Statement on acting according to the Code of Conduct 
included in this mission of observing the elections must read and understand this 
code and sign the statement on acting according to it.
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Editor’s note

and election commissions; next, the observers have the basic information available in 
one place concerning their status, prohibited activities and possibilities of objection 
and with a timely insight into the Handbook there will be a decrease in the possibility 

in forms. Previous experience indicates that the interruptions of work of polling 
stations often occurred due to objections of observers that were not familiar with the 
voting procedure and determining the results. So, the handbook is educational and 
useful tool for observers and I believe that it will contribute to the improvement of 
technical implementation of elections in BiH, as well as the decrease in the number 
of objections made by observers.“

Posušje

boards and for accredited observers are extremely useful, because by reading the 
handbook and having it available at the election date both will know their duties and 
rights. 

boards and accredited users may be a guarantee for a regularly implemented 
election process and consequently the election results. Through the correct work 
and engagement of the election board members and accredited observers, in the 
manner of everyone performing their share of work and that they do not disrupt each 

Any action of the election board members and observers that is not in accordance 
with the election rules leads to a breach of the election will of the voters, which 

Central Election Commission has to be appraised for making the handbook, along 
with the associations for observing the elections in performing practical trainings of 
the observers.“




